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Abstract
A severe case of allergy and their total cure is analysed considering a definitive treatment on the base
of quantum medicine actions realized to patients with similar symptoms of this allergy. The analysis is
centered in the application of the corrective and restoring actions using quantum mono-pharmacists,
which change the chirality of the vital field of the body disappearing, in a definitive way, the allergy
effects, and symptoms yet when the sources of this allergy could follow present in the body, for
example, follow consuming some foods that produced it.
Keywords: Correction action and restoring, chirality, helicity, quantum anti-histaminic action,
quantum mono-pharmacists, distortion and deformation of vital field, immune system strengthening

1. Introduction
A severe allergy case of dermatological type was presented, apparently for eat some meals
rich in A vitamin and fat acid-3 and proteins like fish, milk and their derived and other
with protein-complexes whose protein are heavy in the digestion and of nutritional
assimilation.
In some cases, this symptom is related with a medical diagnostic on the fails of liver to
process some feedings. We remember that the liver is the third organ of most importance
after the brain and heart due to that produces the nutritional components and manufactures
the red and white globules. Then the appearing of sufferings symptoms associated to the
intake of food usually occurs when the liver is not work duly. The extreme cases are
presented in certain illness as diabetes or hemochromatosis, where even exist sores and
diabetic lower extremities. Although has been signed that the liver can be affected for the
stress and the mental content in numerous cases during the intake of food [1]. However in
some cases is not the type of condition, since apparently the liver is healthy but are presented
anomalies in the skin.
A study presented on allergies [2] established that these are given in the deepest level of the
human soma as body-mind liking considering aspects of the interaction of Psyche and Soma,
which happen through a complex network of feedback, medication, and modulation among
the central and autonomic nervous systems, the endocrine system, the immune system, and
the stress system. All these systems are working in a quantum frequencies  1. 2 , [3] compatible
with the best mental state where the person is happiness and healthy in thoughts and
customs.
Likewise, considering before, we can give actions through quantum mono-pharmacists that
go routed to change chirality of soma and psyche. Likewise, in this context are produced
chiral asymmetries as physical actors of sickness and organic anomalies [1].
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2. Deep Actions and Correction of Severe Allergies Cases with dermic manifestations
We analyze the some allergies due whose manifestation is dermic and involves some times
infection or invasive bacteria for a hearing type, or pruritus type, which furthermore will
produce another affectations and sickness.
Substances that can be allergenic due to certain meals ingestion are histamine and of other
groups, which to certain organic conditions of the patient or feeding customs of this, generate
reactions of the immune system, which could take an incorrect action derived of deformation
of the vital field X , which has causes more deeper than the effects developed for other
allergenic causes.
There are various allergy cases: One is when the allergy is created by an allergenic, which
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provokes an immune system response creating the different
allergy effects, which in general are visible. This a simplest
case of allergy [3-6].
In addition, exist an allergy type, which is chronicle, and
appear in certain time lapses without apparent causes. Much
times, these allergy types have a born in the mind or for bad
endocrinal system functioning.
The last of allergy types are the developed for reasons more
complex. For example the weakness of immune system and
some bad organ functioning as bad liver functioning vesicle
and other, although in this last is typified an illness and

treatments are focused in this sense and no the cure of an
allergy. However, a deepest analysis, for example from a
point of view of the vital field and soma theories can be
identified causes that comes from the charges, sources of
mitochondrial complexes, where necessary monopharmacists that spill electrons or information between
electrons like photons to revert and eliminate the collateral
atomic damage.

Also no exist coercive charges, since the actions showed in
the figure give equal to zero. If we could have +1, the
coercive charges could create dynamical protons and thus
disorder in sickness. The appearing of the energy state  
is no exist electron here. Then a restoring action will be
introducing a state   which says on the recovering of the
particle. Likewise all have support in an electronic reticle of

energy, the change the polarity of the microscopic
electromagnetism of body and the strengthening of the
immune system and soma [11].

M 0, 1 ,

energy states
energy states

I  ,

along

where are given the transitions of the
where path integrals

     ,
     , can

be evaluated. Finally is

,

created a microscopic or quantum wave
of correct
information (the cure).
A new perspective in biomedical engineering will be
construct a device of the electronic type, which through the
quantum and electronic frequencies spills a photon beam, in
a direct way, on the affected body parte (see the figure 1)
[10]
. Likewise, actions as given in (1) and other can be
established to different treatments.

Then a quantum medical action , for eliminate the
possibility of free radicals reproduction is given for [7-9]:

3. A Clinical Case
We have the following clinical case, which was presented
with a severe dermic manifestation and an apparent
histaminic intolerance of the organism of the patient Julio
Ramírez [12].
Julio Ramírez presented symptoms of an allergy apparently
for ingest of meals derived of the milk (such as cheese,
milk, buttermilk and etcetera). The individual not presented
these same symptoms with other feedings that could have
the same constant component that is the histamine, for
example, ingest of fishes, some dry fruits as nuts. This
revealed a cause more deep of his allergy. However, is
important remark that when the allergy of the patient was
intense, also these mentioned meals intensify the allergy
with dermic manifestation very severe (see the Figure 2).

Fig 2: Patient sample photograph in an arm of the dermic spots and
pruritus in whole body due to the severe allergy (archives [12]).

Fig 1: Biomedical device of electronic nature for cure illness and
sufferings spilling a photon beam.

However, now in this time, we have a homeopathy and
quantum medicine as approximately to it. Both medicines
have developed through principles the managing of the

Realizing some medical proves on the patient were obtained
the following observations:
A. Patient was realizing ingest of meals rich of histamine
during much time, predominating in his feeding these
meals on other meals with other vitamin characteristics.
B. Habits of his feeding were in inconvenient horary doing
that the organism could not assimilate adequately the
nutrients of these meals.
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C. Localizing and detection of coercive charges in the vital
field producing change of the field orientation and
weakness of the field (see figure).
The observation C), brings with it the weakness of immune
system, since when there are coercive charges, these act in
the vital field and the vital field is deformed changing its
chirality and weakling its immune system which born from
atomic state in the electrons inside the mitochondrial
complexes of the cells.
Also was determined that had the existence a microbial
component, possible a bacteria that lives in a natural way in
our body in the dermis which to microscopic level was
attacking to the immune system producing an excess of
histamine in the body and other components as allergenic
reaction to these meals.
However, the important point is not change the form as the
body organism acts, that is to say, in the presence of certain
allergenic the organism produce histamine and other
components as natural reaction to equilibrate the chemical
process and their derivation in all assimilation of meals. The
change must be on the bacteria and its disordered
reproduction, likewise as its actuation on the body
organism, for benefit it.
Then is required an action as defined in (1). The correction
will be realized through a monopharmacist that change the
coercive charges from atomic level, changing the chirality
of electron interchange and covalent links in mitochondrial
complexes, provoking a change of behavior of the cells
including the mitochondrial complexes.
However, the evidence more important that showed this
case is that the immune system was weakness because the
persisting of the allergy provokes that and the chirality
showed this. Then actions joined with the chirality change
of the body must be realized.
3. Medical treatment and results
First, the illness was treated as a simple allergy, then to the
patient was applied a treatment with an anti-histaminic of
large spectra for cure an enlarged allergenic included the
histaminic origin. This was because the declaration of the
allergy was presented after of the ingest of certain meals
rich in A-vitamins, histamine and fat acid-3 [6]. However,
the effects of the allergy follow persisting, although
temporally disappear during 3 or 4 hours, time of the
maximum effect of the anti-histamines action. After, return

these allergenic effects with more force. Then was
proceeded to apply another anti-histaminic with more short
spectra, that is to say, more specific to the presented
symptoms obtaining apparently a best response, because the
symptoms disappear more long time, until 24 hours,
however the medication had that be in intervals of 8 hours.
However, the allergy no disappears, and increases the
number of dermic manifestations and more pruritus in
different parts of the body. Then the illness, until this point,
was more than a simple allergy, because the symptoms of
histamines are backed and the immune systems is seen
compromised because the increasing of the pruritus and
bad-being was the manifestation of it [12].
Using a radionics biomedical device of detection and
lectures of the electromagnetic field was detected a low
charge in whole body, taking the special points where the
spots and pruritus is magnified [9].
The appearing of dermic bad-being and pruritus alerted on a
bacteria, that in normal conditions is inoffensive and helps
to elimination of some virus and toxins that acts in an
external way; but in this case also acted on the dermic fabric
in a negative form. Then the bacteria action is became in a
toxic action presenting as dermic manifestations. Then we
required a medical treatment on the base of eliminate the
disordered reproduction of this bacteria in the dermic level
and also in the immune system level to get back to its
conditions of eliminate all external pathogen attack.
The medical treatment was based on the quantum actions
given by homeopathic monopharmacists [12, 13]: Urtica Urens
30 cc, Sulphur 30 cc and Arsenicus 30 cc in the globulins
modality, each middle hour alternating these.
The Urtica Urens, realized a typical homophatic action,
because had the intention of provoke the immune system,
alerting and doing it working, although eliminated the
excess of bacteria, poised them. The intention of the
medication of sulphur was correct the ph and realize an antihistaminic action. For last, the Arsenicus poised to the
bacteria and other possible organisms that could be filtered
for the incorrect functioning of the bacteria when this no
helped to the dermic cleaning [12, 13].
In a first week, was observed that the big dermic
manifestations as spots disappeared, however the pruritus
was intensified. The reaction was much seemed to poising,
then was decided remove the Arsenicus and only treat to the
patient with Urtica Urens 30cc and Sulphur 30cc.
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Fig 3: Effectiveness treatments evolution along three months of homeopathic medicine. The graphs of histograms show the action per three
homeopathic monopharmacists, their effectiveness per day, their efficient per day knowing their effects and the lines represent the behavior
to cure. The Arsenicus 30 cc, was eliminate of the first treatment, finding the cure expressed in the increasing straight line in the second
treatment [12].

The treatment was prolonged during three months
eliminating for complete the allergy in its organic effects as
well as dermic effects [7, 12].
After, for enforce the homeopathic treatment on the
corrective action of the immune system the patient was
treated with quantum medicine for the fixing of chirality of
the vital field in the correct spin (direction) of the of
electrons and their electronics layers that contents them. In
this case, the correct digestion should be corrected. Thus,
the patient was medicated with Bervul and Histol, after the
homeopathic treatment [1, 8, 15]. The Bervul quantum monopharmacist was medicated with intention of return to the
liver correct functions and all the digestive system,
including the microorganisms that serve in the correct
assimilation of the meals. Histol was medicated to gauge the
electric charge system in the correct electric potentials
eliminating the coercive charges or the lack of these
potentials [16]. Furthermore, the quantum treatment [14] also
had the intention of establish the correct involutive quantum
Insights by quantum actions in preventive and corrective
developments to future [17].

The important result of this clinical case is the following
Statement 1: In the body some times are established
disorders and disequilibrium because the body change in its
acid overload, that is to say, the right acid/alkaline balance
or ph is incorrect because the memory of the cells has been
loss due to the intromission of disequilibrium in the vital
field, which depends of the atomic sources. Then applying a
homeopathic mono-pharmacists can be awaken the memory
of the cells where the immune system, which depends of the
energy states of the body, awake for realize its functions of
protection of the body. In the patient, possibly his ph, was
changed and the living microorganism in the body forgot
their regulatory and cyclic functions in benefit of the body
and its organ systems. The homeopathy confront the
immune system with these facts and obligate to the
organisms to take their corresponding function. The
quantum mono-pharmacist Bervul applied in the patient
correct and restoring the organic system (in this case the
linked to ingest of meals, the liver) recovering its correct
balance. This is done with the photons spilled in the
organism, obligating the cell renewal indispensable in the
cyclic organic of the body, second to second, minute to
minute, hour to hour, day to day and year with year, where
the biometric and environment cycles take a place.
Statement 2: Here the important is to know that the
homeopathy establishes a medical treatment in a similarity
1

class of duality relations [10] defined by H ( A, B), where
the duality is to awake the immune system through the
similarity relations of the homeopathic medications respect
to the organism effects. Likewise, the second
2

Fig 4: Efficiency along of the two homeopathic treatments. This
measurement was realized with the mean action for each monopharmacists during three months [12].

class H ( A, B ), of the duality relations is obtained through
the quantum mono-pharmacists, which establish duality
relation in the vital field and body energy, changing the
energy states of the field. Both treatments act in a deep
form, their difference is the duality relation type and the
velocity for correct and restoring the vital field. The
homeopathy takes more time of its effectiveness (see graphs
in figure 3).
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   (0)
   (1)
  Quantum wave in the transmitting of cure codes from
(binary codes from the energy states).
Units and Abbreviations
nm  Nano-meter.
eV  Electron-volts.
nJ  Nano-joules.
nJ / nm  Effectiveness
cc  Centesimal units of homeopathic mono-pharmacist
dilution.

Fig 5: Decaying of coercive charges as muons and other fermions.
The all-decaying curves are included in the blue are of a FermiDirac distribution to Bervul. The physical modelling is given in nm
versus nJ [7, 9, 18] of

 .

F
The effectiveness and efficiency of
Bervul is high [9, 10].

Finally, we can give maintenance and the high protection
level of the immune system with some nutrition
supplements, which enrich of bio-photons the organism.
This gives a 99% of benefit in the strengthening of the
energy sources (mitochondrial complexes, atomic links
etcetera) and as these supplements are metal-organic
eliminate the voracious protons of electrons, given pass to
the good nutrition and assimilation of the meals [19, 20].
Nomenclature
X  Vital field.
  Action of the field.

H 2 ( A, B )  Space of similarity relations of second duality.
M 0, 1 

Logic reticule to establish the binary codes and
binary encoding of the evaluation the path integrals to along
of strings, paths, trajectories and transitive graphs in the
corrective and restorative actions.

F  Fermi energy.

E1. 2
.
Quantum frequency determined by  This is the
frequency of the electron-wave (photon) when this pass
from the level 1 to 2.

 1. 2 

I  

Integrals of Field. Integrals of line used in the
correspondence with the Feynman diagrams. For example,
between two energy states of one particle,

 , and

 ,

exist one infinity of trajectories that

summed give the integral

I  .

H 1 ( A, B )  Space of similarity relations of first duality.

        Virtual edge of photon string graph
(string diagrams used to represent binary codes)
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